
Aquasanita - Helika Hera 2473
Jedno páková stojánková baterie nejen do retro kuchyně. Výška baterie 28 cm.

EAN: 8034073344480
172,20 €

143,50 € excluding VAT

EAN: 8034073344497
172,20 €

143,50 € excluding VAT

The company Aquasanita is one of the most well-known manufacturers of kitchen equipment on the
market. They export over 80% of their products to more than 30 countries worldwide. Aquasanita sinks
and faucets meet the most demanding requirements for processing and quality of construction.

The new attractive Hera 2473 kitchen faucets in gold and copper are a novelty on the market. The
sink  faucet  fits  perfectly  into  a  rustic,  retro,  or  Provence-style  kitchen.  It  looks  great  on  a  spacious
ceramic or granite sink. It is predestined for it by the polished brass surface, which adds charm to the
entire washing center.

The Hera 2473 kitchen faucet is taller, making it easy to wash larger pieces of dishes, such as baking
pans  or  pots.  You  will  also  appreciate  the  height  of  the  faucet  when  filling  water,  for  example,  into  a
kettle for tea.

The body of the battery is made of durable brass. High-quality copper and gold construction gives
the battery significant durability. As part of maintenance, it is sufficient to simply wipe the battery with a
damp cloth.



The battery is equipped with a NEOPERL aerator and a branded ceramic cartridge KEROX 40 mm. The
spout is rotatable by 360 degrees.

Key features of the AQUASANITA HERA 2473 kitchen faucet

sink faucet Hera 2473 in copper and gold color
prestigious brand Aquasanita
ideal choice for retro and Provence style kitchens
360° degree rotation
aerator Neoperl
branded ceramic cartridge Kerox 35mm
durable battery

Parts of the packaging:

Assembly instructions



Parameters
Battery appearance
Battery shape: Rustikální - Rustic
Surface treatment: Brass / Copper
Battery function
Retractable nozzle: No
Switching aerator / shower: No
Turning head.: about 360 degrees
Battery management: Leverage
Battery for "two waters" (for filtered water): No
In general
Cartridge type: Ceramic
Average cartridge: 40 mm
Length of connecting hoses (cm): 40
Screwing hoses: "5" - connection of flexible hoses 1/2"
Warranty: 2 years
Battery height (cm): cca 27
Product TARIC code: 84818011
Battery packaging dimensions (cm)
Width of the packaging: 33
Height of the packaging: 7
Depth of the packaging: 39.5
Weight including packaging (kg): 2.3



  


